
QardioArm is clinically validated to measure your systolic and diastolic 
blood pressure and heart rate with medical-grade accuracy and precision. 
It also includes irregular heart beat detection which QardioArm uniquely 
stores to help you track your heart fully. View your blood pressure readings 
as a list or in an easy-to-understand chart, and visualize them on the World 
Health Organization scale. All your blood pressure measurements are 
automatically saved in Qardio‘s secure cloud, from which you can choose 
to share them with those closest to you or your doctor, empowering them to 
give you the best possible care. 

QardioArm is the wireless blood pressure monitor that fits your daily life 
with its revolutionary design and effortless user experience. QardioArm 
makes it simple and convenient to have your smart blood pressure monitor 
with you at all times. QardioArm is the only blood pressure monitor that 
doesn‘t look like a medical device. It is light, portable, compact, and 
discrete. It can be with you anytime, anywhere. QardioArm automatically 
connects to your Android or iOS devices via bluetooth for a simple and 
effortless measurement. QardioArm was the first medical device to support 
Apple Health. All your measurements can be downloaded securely and 
automatically.

BENEFITS
 �  Medically Accurate
 �  Stylish and Portable
 �  Easy to Use
 �  Share Data

FUNCTION
1. Accurate & Clinically validated: QardioArm wireless blood pressure 

monitor measures your systolic, diastolic blood pressure, heart rate 
and has irregular heartbeat detection. It is FDA approved and is 
clinically validated to meet both US and European Standards.

2. Simple to set up: QardioArm portable blood pressure monitor works 
wirelessly with the free Qardio App, which enhances its functionality 

with useful and unique features. Simply touch your smart phone or 
tablet to your QardioArm for a one step setup. It‘s that easy.

3. Easy to use: All of your readings are stored automatically in Qardio‘s 
secure, HIPAA compliant cloud. You can view your trends, charts and 
averages right on your screen for actionable health management at 
your fingertips.

4. Portable & Discreet: QardioArm‘s elegant and compact design means 
you can always have it by your side, using it anytime, anywhere. In 
fact, its unique function PLACES allows you to geo-track your readings 
across location as well as time.

5. Insightful: View your results against the World Health Organization 
chart for an easy-to-understand interpretation and follow your trends 
with simple graphs and charts. Qardio App empowers you on your way 
towards better health.

6. Integrated Technology: Qardio App is integrated with Apple Health and 
supports Apple Watch, at checking an your health or the health of your 
loved ones is as easy as checking the time. QardioArm also works with 
S Health, on your Android devices.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
 � Weight:  0.68 lb (310g) including batteries
 � Device Dimensions: 5.5 x2.2 x15 in (140 x.x 38 mm)
 � Measurement Resolution: 1rnm Hg for blood pressure / 1 beat/min 

for pulse
 � Measurements Range: 40-250 mm hg for blood pressure / 40-200 

beats/min for pulse
 � Measurement: Oscillometric method with automatic inflation and 

controlled pressure release valve
 � Compatible with: iOS7.0 or later, Android and Apple Watch, Requires 

Bluetooth
 � Cuff Size: 8.7-14.6 in diameter (22-37cm)
 � Irregular Heart Beat: QardioArm provides Irregular Heart Beat 

detection
 � Power Source: 4 x 1.5V Batteries; Size AAA, supplied

Varianten:

QardioArm
Smart wireless blood pressure monitor which is clinically validated to give you a medically precise reading anytime and  anywhere

Electric Blue
EAN: 854894005029

Gold
EAN: 854894005067

EAN: 854894005005

MSRP: 130,-€

Imperial Red
EAN: 854894005043

Midnight Blue
EAN: 854894005050

Racing Yellow
EAN: 854894005012

Red
EAN: 854894005036

Muse  - Weiss
EAN: 854894005005
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